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Are you Right? Circle one:  
Yes          No          Maybe 
  
Right about what, you ask? That?s the question, of course. Right about the way to lead a life, about what?s 
Right and what?s Wrong, right about the very nature of the universe. 
  
Not ready to stake a claim to moral certainty? Here?s an easier one: Is your Sunday morning spent singing in a 
choir or just the shower? Do you golf and brunch or exclaim hallelujahs?   
  
Your answer to that question will more accurately predict your vote this November than any of the long-favored 
demographic clues ? like gender, age, race, or income level. For example, in the evenly-divided 2000 election, 
women chose Democrat Al Gore over Republican George Bush by around 10 percentage points. Frequent 
churchgoers, on the other hand, chose Bush over Gore by 20 points. The trend shows even more sharply in self-
identifying political preference (see chart). 
  
The political divide in America has shifted and it?s not so easy to spot your opponents anymore ? unless, of 
course, you?re keeping track of attendance at the local parish.  The religion gap seen in voting trends announces 
a new front in the culture wars. It has reshaped the leadership of the political parties and changed the wedge 
issues that divide us. If you think tax cuts and healthcare are what are propelling conservative voters to the 
polls, you haven?t looked carefully enough at the question of values.  
   
Moral Certainty v Intellectual Equivocation 
  
In the heady 80s, Republicans were a coalition of small government advocates, hawks, free market economists, 
intellectuals, and corporate stalwarts. During the Clinton administration, those secular coalitions broke down and 
the card-carrying GOPers who joined up during the Reagan years found themselves in a very unfamiliar 
company in the 2000 and 2004 elections.  
  
The new Republican leadership doesn?t have that feeling of coalition; its issues are more singular. They are 
values, those more ethereal issues that require Faith and shun debate. They are Oughts ? in categories like 
patriotism, abortion, and homosexuality.  
  
The result is a country more evenly divided by a sense of moral Right, of moral Manifest Destiny, than by 
traditional Party lines. And, it?s a division that barely inspires conversation ? with one side debating the details 
of a secular government in an unending public conversation and the other side continuing its own, more 
moralistic, discussion very much out of the public eye. 
  
At a campaign appearance in Denver, John Kerry promised to maintain the separation of church and state, 
explaining, ?I say that as a person of Faith who believes you can practice it powerfully but that distinction is part 
of what defines us as a nation.?  George W. Bush, on the other hand, tells supporters in a hushed voice that he 
was ?called to lead? and brings the issues, the motivations of the Faithful to the executive office. 
  
Some voters and pundits alike complain that our national political candidates are slumping toward the middle ? 
that their positions on the economy, foreign policy, even healthcare are only different by degree. But what 
distinction could be clearer than the role of Faith in forming public policy? On this issue alone, the candidates 
have taken clear sides. 
  
The Faithful: the new soccer mom 
  
Soccer moms may have propelled Clinton to office, but, politically, they?re riding off into the sunset in their 
shiny minivans. The ?must have? demographic this year is ?the Faithful,? church-attendees with a high quotient 
of ?traditional? morality who are looking for someone to believe in. 
  
Certainly there is a history for personal values in politics. During the Great Depression and the New Deal, people 
began to vote on the ?pocket book? issues that move electorates in down economic times. In the 1960s, though, 
the question of ?values? became significant as generations, genders and races staked out new political ground. 
But, the first hint of a religion gap appeared in 1972 when President Nixon appealed to the so-called ?silent 
majority? as a way to align moralists after the tumultuous 1960s.  



  
So, why God now ? after the economy-driven elections of the 1980s and 1990s? America hasn?t simply become 
more religious (?religious? defined as the politically-viable choice of Christianity). Rather, the GOP suffered a 
shift in support that required the building of a new base. A geographic shift after the 1984 election moved their 
support from the West, Midwest and Northeast to Midwest and the Deep South. The new dependence on the 
South shaped the Party politic toward social conservatism and economic individualism.  
  
Wear your god on your sleeve  
  
Until Kerry, John F. Kennedy was the last Catholic to run for president. The palpable public concern at the time 
was ? what will this do to church and state; can we trust a Catholic at helm? In a now-famous speech, Kennedy 
promised that the Vatican would not tell him what to do. The country ? particularly Protestants, wary of the 
strong ideology of Catholicism ? breathed a collective sigh of relief and headed to the polls.  
  
A few decades later, Kerry is facing a much different question about his Faith ? is he Faithful enough? And, the 
answer seems to be no. The combination of bishops threatening to deny Kerry communion and his science-based 
decisions on issues like gay rights and stem cell research (an issue on which he happens to be closely aligned 
with Nancy Reagan) have given Bush a huge boost among Catholics who attend mass weekly. Those more lax 
followers track with Kerry.  
  
Meanwhile, Bush sprints ahead. 
  
Actually, he had quite a lead to begin with. In the 1980s, Karl Rove and Bush, Jr. first targeted evangelical 
Christians as a key political base in a run for Congress. Then, in the 1988 presidential campaign, Bush, Sr. 
leveraged Bush, Jr.?s Faith and ambition to reach out to evangelical Christians nationally.  
  
Bush?s early, successful work in outreach to the Faithful matured in office ? in a thoughtful, restrained cadence 
he has learned to weave themes of individual compassion and strength through Faith into almost every initiative. 
  
This election may test the public?s appetite for political outreach to the Faith-based organizations. Republicans 
targeting of ?the Faithful? as a source of grassroots activism has become so aggressive this election season that 
some say it violates the law.  An oft-repeated example is a June email from the Bush campaign to supporters in 
Pennsylvania asking for volunteers to identify and coordinate 1,600 friendly congregations where pro-Bush 
voters might gather on a regular basis. In exchange for their tax-exempt status, tax law prohibits political 
activity by churches.  
   
The arguments for and against religion in public policy have been hashed out time and again, but we have never 
been closer a national referendum on that question. Are you certain that your Faith is right ? so right even, that 
it should be pressed upon those that disagree with the full force and power of the executive office? One thing 
truly is certain - no question is more central to this election.  
   
   Conservative  Moderate  Liberal  
Attend Church Once / 
Week  

54%  33%  13%  
Attend almost every week  47%  39%  14%   
Attend once a month  38%  42%  19%  
Seldom attend  31%  45%  24%  
Never attend  26%  40%  34%  
    
CNN/Gallup Polls, February 2003 to May 2004 
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